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DESIGN FRAMEWORK



1.1 HOME 
Welcome to Counter COVID! When the app is launched, it 
opens by default to the map of the city (Mumbai in this exam-
ple). The user has the choice to either use the “Search” feature 
to locate the exact place by using the search bar, or select one 
of the icons on top of the Home screen below the search bar to 
select a category. On selecting an icon, the map shows some 
possible choices for places available in the vicinity. The choice 
really depends on whether the user is in the decision- making 
process to choose a place or knows exactly what place to visit. 

1.2 HOME 
Taking a scenario where the user does not have an exact place 
in mind but does know that they want to visit a mall would 
lead the user to click on the “Mall” icon. Making this deci-
sion allows the user to view all the malls in their city on the 
map view and hide other public areas like hospitals, airports, 
etc that are also scattered throughout the city. The user can 
now also zoom in and out to view malls in the areas they de-
sire. After gathering enough information, the user may decide 
to zoom into a mall and click on it to learn more about it. On 
doing this, they are able to view information about the popu-
lation density of the mall they choose at that particular time. 

1.3 HOME 
The user could choose to click on “Central Mall Gorgaon West” 
on the map. On doing this, a pop-up opens up that displays 
information related to mall including its address, population 
at a given moment and the average population on each floor. 
This information helps the user make the decision whether 
they should leave their home to visit the place they intend 
to. This decision is based on whether the place has reached 
its maximum population capacity at the given moment or 
not. In this scenario, the pop-up shows that the maximum 
number of people that would be allowed to enter the Central 
Mall is 170. The current population in this place also happens 
to be 170. Knowing this information, the user can guage that 
the mall would be crowded and probably not worth going to. 

1.4 HOME 
Knowing where not to go only solves half of the user’s problem. 

The user still has the need to go to a mall to achieve a partic-

ular goal. In this case, the user would go back to the map, and 

choose another mall they could visit. The user could click on the 

“Oberoi Mall” to learn more about the crowd density of the place. 

The pop-up leads the user to guage that if they do decide to visit 

the Oberoi, that unlike the other mall, this one is not as crowd-

ed. Looking at the population too, the user can determine that 

the probability that the mall would reach its maximum capacity 

anytime soon is quite low. The map, hence, allows the user to 

compare the relative population densities of multiple places and 

make decisions based on actual data the app provides. Once this 

decision is made, all the user has to do is click “Take me There.”
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2.1 DENSITY
On clicking “Take me There,” the user is directed to a heat 
map of the Oberoi mall. Following up on the idea of always 
keeping the user informed about the population density 
when they choose to venture outside, this app not only al-
lows users to guage the overall crowd density of a public 
place but also how the density is arranged within it. This is 
the ‘Density’ segment of the app which allows easy differen-
tiation between extremely packed, mildly crowded and less 
populated areas. In this case too, the user is able to gather a 
high level understanding of the population distribution with 
respect to the mall map and hence, can use this informa-
tion to decide what areas they need to absolutely visit and 
those they could perhaps avoid for safe social distancing. 

2.2 DENSITY
Since the idea is to portray the population densities through-
out the mall, the user can choose which floor/level of the 
mall they want to view at a time. At a default, the heat map 
would be based on the ground level in this case. Clicking 
on the staircase button in the top navigation bar facilitates 
the user to switch between the different floors/levels of 
the mall. Furthermore, on pinching into the screen, the user 
will able to zoom in and out of the mall map. Pinching into 
the map would reveal more details of the map. In this case, 
the names of the stores and their respective density dis-
tributions would start to uncover when the user zooms in. 

2.3 DENSITY
On zooming in, the user sees a starbucks and realises that they 
could use a double shot expresso! Most of the heat map over 
Starbucks is dots of purple and some green which suggests a low 
population area. The user may choose to click on the Starbucks 
logo to gather the particulars of the stats. It would be count-
er-productive to walk all the way to a store only to not be allowed 
to go inside! On clicking on Starbucks, a pop-up opens that lists 
out the daily store hours, the maximum number of people al-
lowed in the store and the number of people inside the store. 
Since, the current population is 14 and 25 people are allowed, 
the user can go to Starbucks and get that double shot expresso.

2.4 DENSITY
The fact that the current population of the store is lesser than 
the total population allowed is only one scenario the user 
could come across. Another case could be where the user 
clicks on an area with high population density. The user once 
again sees a pop-up that shows the name of the store, the 
store hours, current population and total population allowed 
in the store. In this case, the total population allowed is equal 
to the current population, which means that the user cannot 
visit the store until one or more spaces become available. The 
pop-up hence asks the user whether they would like to be no-
tified when visiting Nike, in this scenario, would be possible.
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2.5 DENSITY
If the user clicks on “yes,” a confirmation message pops up. 
This message informs the user that they will be notified when 
the store becomes relatively less crowded. Along with that, the 
store (Nike, in this case) gets added to ‘Favorities’ in the app. 

2.6 DENSITY
A detail that goes unmissed is the floating icon on top of 
the screen beneath the top navigation bar. This button al-
lows the user to switch from the ‘map view’ of a public 
place to the list view and visa versa. The list view consists 
of the names of the areas inside the mall like those of all 
the stores, eating joints, ATMs, etc. The purpose of the list 
view is to give the user the option to view data like the num-
ber of people within a store in a more comprehensive and 
structured way. In order to make the searching more ef-
ficient, the user can also filter through the list by sorting 
the list based on its floor/level and on different categories. 

2.7 DENSITY
An advantage the list view provides is its ability to allow us-
ers to favorite places within the mall on the list that they 
intend to visit. For example, in this case, the user may de-
cide that they want to visit Fossil, GAP, and Thomas Cook 
while they’re still in the mall and favorite these on the list.

3.1 FAVORITES
Three out of the four places the user has favorited are 
at their maximum capacity. Adding these places to “Fa-
vorites” allows the user to be notified when one or more 
spaces are available in that particular place in the mall. 
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4.1 NOTIFICATIONS
When the places added in the “Favorites” section of the app 
become available for visiting, it sends the user a notification of 
availability, and the number of slots available inside. Now the 
user can decide whether they want to visit the store or not.

5.1 NAVIGATION
The last feature of Counter COVID is navigation, assisted by 
Augmented Reality. The app tracks the user’s current location 
using location services. The user may search for a particular 
store, eating joint or even an ATM within the mall, and the app 
will map out the least crowded route from the starting point 
to the destination. In this example, the user’s starting point is 
Nike. They may attempt to find the most efficient way to avoid 
the large crowd spread across the mall. Navigation in this app is 
a solution to this very problem. It is designed in the attempt to 
help people enforce social distancing within large public areas. 

5.2 NAVIGATION
With the starting position being Nike, let’s assume that 
the user decides to go to GAP next. The app would then 
calculate the most efficient way of avoiding the maxi-
mum amount of crowd between the two locations. This 
is confirmed by a pop-up that further instructs the user 
to watch out for the circles that they view on the screen. 

5.3 NAVIGATION
The AR navigation arrow is accompanied by virtual circles 
to denote if the distance between people is roughly 6 ft 
as required for safe social distancing. A red circle denotes 
an insufficient distance while a green circle shows suffi-
cient distance between the user and the people around.
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